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he purpose of this chapter is to investi'
gate, from a historical and descriptive
viorpoint, the cross-culturai method in
education as a part of the behaviorai sci-
ences. The first part of the chapter

describes the early dwelopments in cross-cultural
research designs and the specification of some of the
elements in cross-cultr:ral methodologr. The second
part presents some issues related to cross-cultural
education and a basic framework to develop a culturai
learning theory in addition to the social learning
approach.

The present comparative approach in education
includes the cross-cultural mettrod. The real value of
the cross-cultural method in education lies, not in
discovering of facts for a single culturg but in obain-
ing empirical data to redesign educational objectives,
implementation and oaluation of educational pro-
grams and in finditrg means to reduce ethnocentrism
in the society at larga Noah and Eckstein ogress that
'the field of comparative education is best defined as
an inter-section of the social sciences, education, and
cross national study.'1

Education as a discipline needs to very seriously
a€mine the implications arising from educational
objectives which have been designed for a wide range
of cultures or sub-cultues. A lack of clear and precise
scientific research is one of the most serious problems
in the study of cultures. Under these circumstances,
cross-culturd research is mandated in comparative
education when more than trpo tlpes of validation are
involved.

Early Developments in
Crois- Cultur?l Research
ln recent decades, a new branch of psychology and
education, cross-cultural psychology/cross-cultural
education, has become an important element in the
understanding of human development. Unlike more
traditional fields of psycholory, cross-cultural psy-
cholory looks for diversity as well as similarities
across nations. Furthermore, cross-cultural replica-
tions are performed to veriff generalizations devel-
oped in a specific culture.

The cross-cttlfiral method in psychology and
education derived primariiy from theories of culttual
evolution in the field of anthropolory. One of the first
effective attempts to quantify, measure, and correlate
ethnographic data to scientificdly tested theoretical
posnrlates is generally ascribed to Edward B. Tylor. I:e
1889, he presented a paper entitled "On a Method of
Investigating the Development of Lrstitutions:
Applied to Laws of Marriage and Descent.'2 It was at
the meeting of the Royal Anthropological lnstitute of
Great Britain, under the presidency of Sir Francis Gal-
to& who pointed out by scholarly investigation for the
first time, that the cultural units were dassified under
degrees of independence and concturence Although
Tylor's study was, by the present research methodol-
ogy inadequate, historicdly, it is avery important con-
tribution to the evolution of a scientific methodologt
in cross-cultural research.

From 1889 to 1937 only two significant studies
were presented in a cross-cultural perspective. The
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first one was done by H.J. Nieboer in 19103 in order
to reliate slavery as a part of industrid systems. The
second one was research on the correlation between
material culture and social instinrtions as reported in
1915 by Hobhousg Wheeler, and Ginsberg.{

However, in the area of the Comparative Method
inAnthropolory, the period noted abovgwas very cru-
ciai in cross-cultural research. For examplg Frarz Boas
in "The Limitations of the Comparative Method"s
reported in 1895, a programwhich involved:

1. Detailed studies of individud tribes in their cul-
tural and regional conteJct.

2. Tbe comparisons of these tribal histories as a
means of formulating general laws.

Boas compared the historical method with the
comparative method. Sapir in 1916, Wsler in 7926,
Lowie in 1919, Benedict in 1934, Kroeber in 1935 and
many others provided a series of culturd studies uti-
lizing distributiond analysis of cultural traits for the
study of culture process.

Another important development in anthropolog5l
panicular$ valuable to cross-culturd psychology and
education, in the sarne period, refers to ctrlture and
persondity field research which is generally attributed
to Margaret Mead's study on "Coming of Age in
Samoa"6 and the work of Malinowski on "Sex and
Repression in Savage Society."T These studies of child
development and famity patterns created quite a sen-
sation throughout the world because of their implica-
tions for psychoanalytic theory. In the ensuing years,
numerous anthropologists undertook similar Psycho-
dynarnic case studies of personality dwelopment in
other cultures.IGrdiner (1939), for e:<amplq admitted
the possibility of applying psychoandytic techniques
in socio-anthropologicd investigation$ and estab-
lished the concept of the basic personality t1'pe.8 That
is, *rat personality configurations are shared by the
majority of the members of any given society, because
of their having had many early oEeriences in
common.

Although these anthropologicd studies con-
tributed in some ways to the development of cross-
cultural research methodology, they never equaled the
Tylor approach. The cross'culturd method was
renewed by George Murdock n 7937 in a test of cor-
relations between the evolutionary priority of matri-
lined and patrilined instinrtions.e Cross-culturd
research methodologl has since reached a high level
of scientific dwelopment not only in anthropologr,
but also in psychologl, sociology and education.

Murdock's method was essentially the sane as
Tylor's. Both used the satistical-inductive method in
the teatrnent of the daa. Later, howerrer, Murdock
started to aElain the hypotheticd method whidr
implies that one starts from a hypothesis, so that "all

logical or rational operations are performed prior to
the final empiricd and statistical test.olo Under this
approach, Murdock has been for manyyears, a leader
in applying coss-cultural method. The wide use by
others of his Cross-Culnral Sr.uvey and his World
Ethnographic Sample are obvious ocamples of his
influence.

In 7949, an inter university organization sup-
ported financially by the Carnegie Corporation was
formed under the title of "Human Relations Area
Files.'One of its main objectives was to duplicate the
ocisting files of Murdock's Cross Culturd Survey for
the members and to distibute additional data
obained by the Survey among them. Howeveq the
sample was not always representative of the whole
population.

An imporant contribution to culturd methodol-
ogy was given in 1953 by Whiting and Child using
descriptive data on many cultures recorded in the
Human Relations Area Files. Later, Whiting and Whit-
ingll outli'led three aspects of the concept of culture:

1. They regarded culture as the body of knowledge
transmitted from one generation to the next
about how to do things or how to get things
done, the techniques of the society.

2. Itwas the belief qystem of the culturg the ethno-
scientific and religious dogma.

3. It was the ethical system or set of vdues whidr
provides guidance as to what is good or bad,
what is important or trivid, and the relative mer-
its of various goals and behaviors in a hierarchi-
cd sense.

With them the modern approach to cross-culturd
methodology rests in testing hlpotheses which have
been derived from theories of cultural evolution, the-
ories of the integration of culture, and theories of
individual and socid psychologr.

Comparative Method in
Cro s^s- Cultural Perspective
From these aforementioned concepts, we seem to
have three different qpes of comparative studies: (a)
Cross-cultural, (b) Cross-national, and (c) Intercul-
ttrral. However, Fnjda and Jatrodal2 did not consider
there to be differences between cross-culturd
research and cross-national research. They argued
ttrat the term "cross-national" is artificid 'since the
two t)?es involve no fundamenal contra$s in
methodologr, cross-national studies will here be
included under the heading of cross-cultural."13 How-
ever, there is a fundamentd distinction between them.
The methodologr does not have anphing to do with
content of a discipline. As a matter of fact all sciences
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&i ur. the same methodology; it is the scientific method
f, but there may be different techniques.
ti The fundamental distinction becomes pertinent if

we understand that while the "Latin culture" involves
pany nations with different cultures (Spanish, French,
Ialian, Portuguese, Albanian and Rumanian) and the
circumstance of different nationalities, it is possible to
qtteralize commonalities which are derived in order to
iifferentiate each from other culture+ such as the

'Anglo-Sa:<on culture" Margaret Mead has used the
term "cross-national" deliberately to indicate that she
is dealing notwith relationships between nations, self-
maximizing competitive national units, but between
the peoples of different nations.ola

Cross-culturd is a wider term than cross-national
because cross-cultural research lools for diversity

,i.i across regions, nations, languages and throughout the
t. entire worlds of contemporary man. According to
ll Whiting, the cross'cultural method in anthropology

can be defined as the method which "utilizes data col-
leaed by anthropologists conceming the customs and
characteristics of various peoples throughout the world

So, we can say that cross-cultural research refers
,. to studies which employ two or more cultures or soci-
: eties. According to Murdock, "The data of culture and

social life are susceptible to exact scientific treatment
as are the facts of the physical and biological sciences.
It seems clear that the elements of social organization,
in their permutations and combinations, conform to
natural laws of their own with an oectitude scarcely

t less striking than that which characterizes the permu-
tations and combinations of atoms in chemistry and
of genes in bio1og5r."16

' However, a deeper review of the literature suggests
a number of approaches of what the comparative
method in a cross-cultural perspective is. For Oscar
Lewia anthropology is cross-cultural in nature while
comparison is "a generic aspect of human thought
rather than a special method of anthropology or any
other discipline.olT Eggrn gets away from the name of
comparative method (orrly one method) and speaks
instead of methods of comparisons.ol8 Whiting defines
the cross'cultural method almost o<clusively in terms
of the testing of hypotheses in a universal sample with
a high reliance upon statistical techniques.te Andre
IGben, in a revierp of the history of statisticd method
in social antluopology, notes tlat statistical studies
have serious invdidities because, in most of them, the
units compared are not always truly independent and
the areas compared are frequendy atomized traits
rather than functioning wholes.T These arguments
can be refuted by the use of more adequate procedures
for defining operational variables.

On the other hand, it is common to see cross-cul-
twal rcseardr identified with historical researctr- For

instancg Radciiffe-Brown identifies itwith library tech-
nique and as the construction of history.zl Nadel
reduces the scope of cross-cultural method and defines
it as the systematic study of similarities and differences
tfuough the use of correlation and covariation.z2

For Campbella the purpose of research using
cross-cultural dimensions or multinational compar-
isons can be divided into three types:

1. Confirming and exploring the universality of
some relationship or attribute of social man.

2. Natural experiments, in which regions differ in
some environmental factor which can be studied
using an experimental treaEnent.

3. Ma:cimum variability studies. This approach,
using the cultual variable as the experimental
treatment is one of the latest developments in the
cross-cultural method. The classic study of this
type given by WH. Rivers on visual iilusions%
during 1901 to 1905 was revised and fully docu-
mented by Segall, Campbell and Herskovits.s
They collected data from fifteen societies show-
ing cultural differences in susceptibility to geo-
metric illusions. Many other researchers have
made replications of this study.

In conclusion, our brief review of the literature
has revealed many approaches in cross-culturd
methodology. However, no discipline has a method
which is only unique to itself. All disciplines are in fact
using the same method, the scientific method. The
logic of the formal scientific approach to knowledge of
setting up a hypothesis, developing a technique, gath-
ering the data and drawing conclusions and the infor-
mal scientific or qualitative approach involve only
three different methods-historicd, descriptive and
egerimentd-but th€.'y all apply to the study of cul-
tures in the comparative dimension.The methods dif-
fer from each other only to the extent that they serve
different functions and thereby are guided by different
techniques or interpretations.

When the cross-cultural research deviates from
its scientific approach, it is dependent not upon its
methodology, but upon its practitioners. In other
words, while cross-culturd research can be consid-
ered to use a scientific methodolory, not all practi-
tioners of cross-culnrral research are in fact, system-
atic scientists. Under this consideration we can
operationally define cross'culttrral researdr as the
activity of solving problems cross-culturally; this pro-
cess leads to new knowledge using the scientific
method and the comparative technique which are
cu:ently accepted as adequate by scholars in the field.

Todry, the area of qualitative and quarrtitative
cross-cultural research has been erpanded to many
different social and behavioral fields. There are a very
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important number of professional associations dealing
with comparative sttrdies and cross-cultural dimen-
sions and journals in sudr disciplines whidr covers a
substantid a[rount of cross-culturd snrdies26 Anrong
them is a specialized quarterly joumal entitled, Cross-
Culdtral R*sdt whose mission is to publish peer-
reviewed articles describing cross-culturd studies in dl
of the socia!/behavioral sciences and other sciences
related with humans. Howevet this Joumal on$
accepts shrdies whidr do more than just compare two
or more cultures. Dependent variables must be linked
statistically to one or more independent variables that
are also measured. This is a very imporant issue, as we
pointed out earlieq, because an observed difference
could be the result of any other difference or complex
casual interactions betnreen or among the cultures
compared. To the linear models of the past and with
the more sophisticated tectrniques and research tools
of today, cross-cultural research is moving towards
more complex designs These non-linear designs focus
on holistic concepts rather than on fragmented per-
spectives; thry rre more concerrred with interactive
effece benreen variables than with isolated variables
themselves.

Objectives in Cross-Cultrrral Researctr
The main purpose of cross-culturd research in edu-
cation and psychologr is the elaboration of generd
and specific objectives to the culttres involved with-
out distorting an articulate comrnon goal. Generaliza-
tions, very common in education, must be supported
empirically to satisff the octernal vdidity of the
conclusion.

The advantage of the cross-cultural approach as
compared with the single cultural researdt approach
is ttrat the possibilities for misinterpreation are less
with the former. An intensive study of a single nation
or culture provides rich insight into the society or cul-
ture :rs a functioning organism, but hardly permits any
generalization to other societies or cultures of the
same nation.T Whiting states that the advantage of
the cross-cultural method are two fold:z8

1. It insures that one's findings relate to human
behavior in general rather that being bound to a
single culnrre.

2. It increases the range of variation of many
variables.

One of the necessary requirements to establish
universal scientific laws is that the observed phenom-
ena be applicable to all pertinent environments. In
education and psychology behavioral laws need to be
tested against the universal man, If this is not done,
proposed behaviord laws or general goals can only be
accepted in the particular society or culture in which
they are found. For this re:lson, using abstract gener-

alizations about some culturd groups without looking
at their relationships with society is rnethodologicaliy
wrong. To achieve this objective in education, the
cross-cultural method as a part of the comparative
approach is the only meaningful tool for obtaining
empirical data from the ecisting educational system
and the complexity of hunian naftre.

Stages in Cross-Cultural Research
A cross-culnrd research involves, at least four
stages.2e

o Esablishing the purpose of the research and delin-
eating the transcultural variables with respect to their
cross-societd cross-national, cross-communicationd
and subcultural characteristics.

1. More than two societies or nations and lan-
guages would be desirable to produce suf6cient
diversity in order to eliminate competing, plausi-
ble hypothesis or take advantage of subculturd
characteristics.

2. Arranging for preliminary meetings and avail-
ability of additional personnel as well as research
assisants, procedures for training them, tech-
niques for the collection of data, methods and
techniques of andysis, and strategies for financ-
ing and implementing the study.

. A pilot study to test out ideas in a preliminary
fashion.

1. When the subcultural frame is not availablg a
demographic survey is necessary.

2. Instrrments should be designed, selected and
adapted to the cultures under sturdy. Tianslation,
back-translation, measurement of meaning and
comparison are essential to validate verbal
instruments.

3. Preliminary studies on smdl samples of subjects
in each culture, society or nation.

4. Scoring and coding of data, and chronograming
(time schedule planning).

o CarryinS out the main snrdy.
1. Replication of the pilot snrdy.
2. Elimination of major sources of internd invdid-

tty.

r Refining the andysis, interpreting the results and
publishing them.

1. Researchers from different cukrrres need full
involvement in the anatSreis and interpretation of
the findings to reduce ethnocentrism and cul-
tural bias.

2. Stimulate additional questions and problems
deseming of fuittrer intensive research.

:
i
l
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;_-, A basic work on research methodology has been done
i.' by Brislin, Lonner and Thorndike.3o Besides their
;..:- approach some methodological issues which need to

i' be taken into account in cross-cultural research are:
t . :

I . The use of scientific methodology.

5 Using scientific tools and approaches found in

iir., studying human behavior or educational
+, constructs.
rr',!t
: 
- r The lack of comparability among psychological or
. educational examiners working in different cultures.

'.ir. 
The synta:r of the ecaminer's role relation to the

;:-r;ii, subject may be so inoctricably embedded in the
i.*' culture that it becomes confounded with some

+:i. of the major cultural variables under stutdy.
:

;:- o Sampling: minimize the effects of common origln
5' and diffusion.3l
= 1. Problems: Heterogeneous culture, size of the
$ country or culturE, varied composition of the
+, population in each region, regional geographical
;i;:. and climatic differences, diversity of natural
;g:, resources and economy, educational opportuni-
i,i,,t ties within regions, chronological age versus

vague terms (such as adolescence, adult, young,
first gradg etc.)

2. Solutions: Restricts the universe in order to draw
a representative sample but with equivalent cri-
teria in all cultures to be compared-identifing
culture t;'pe by linguistic criteria; or to limit the
sampling bias and measurement of the biases
involved in order to control them; measuring of
systematic and random erors. Finatty, it is rec-
ommended to use stratified samples or designs
in order to reduce the effects of diffrrsion.

. Cultural variables discrimination.
According to Donald T. Campbell, comparison
between two cultures are usudly uninterpretable
because many cultural differences are operating
which might provide alternative orplanations of
the findings. He proposed eliminating plausibie
rival hypotheses by supplementary variation of a
subcultural nanue deliberately introduced as
part of the design. "The more cultural diversity
present in the design, the greater the prospect of
achieving a generalized and valid conclusion.o32

r Semantic and conceptual equivalences of the
instrument in different cultures and the problems of
rneasurement.

The problems of translating instmments across
different cultues are:

Test Constrttction TInory
It is not suffcient simply to translate a questionnaire
or a test to guarantee its efEcient interpretation in a
culture different from the one where it is originalty
produced. It is necessary to make an adaptation or
even substantid change in an instrument The con-
founding of language differences and personaiiry is the
classic study by S.M. Ervin in 1954 of 64 bilingual
Frenchmen who were given the Thematic Appercep-
tion Test ff.AT.) on two different occasions, once in
English and once in French. The response content and
associated personality variable shifted significantly
from one language to the other in ways that could be
predicted as knowledge of English or French cultures

Also the investigations of Charles Osgood and his
colleagues using the Semantic Differential Technique
for the comparative study of cultures is providing evi'
dence that e<ists a universal framework underlying
the affective or cognitive dimensions of language.s
Their proposai of creating a World Atlas of Affective
Meaning mayprovide a rich source of information for
adaptation of concepts across different languages.

Validiry Face
It is a process of validity in adaptation and standard-
ization of instruments to other cultures.
2.1. General Criteria

2.1.1. Utilizing the same technigues of the origr-
nal instrument.

a. Same application techniqua
b. Same statisticd criteria.
c lGeping the internal consistency between con-

structs.
2.1.2. Modification can be made according to:
a. Items or reactives which show difEculty level.
b. Sociocultural differences and attitudes toward

the test situation.
c. Socioeconomic differences and language dwel-

oPment.
2.2. Specific Criteria

2.2.1. Small sample and application of the trans-
lated original test to the sample.

2.2.2. Representative Sample.
2.2.3. Trarrslation, back-translation and adaptz-

tion of items.
2.2.4. Adrlr:ristration of the tentative instmment

to *re sample.
2.2.5. Election of find items or reactives.
2.2.6. Gensal rules in psychometric theory.
2.2.7. Rephcation in subcultures utilizing the

procedure pointed above.
2.3. Administration of the instrument

2.3.1. Test familiarity versus non-familiarity.
2.3.2. Syntax of the research's role.
2.3.3. Changing administrative procedures ac-

cording to pertinent cultural differences.
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2.4. Measurement Interpretation and techniques for
imputing missing data: Users of imputation tech-
niques should bear in mind that the reliability of the
technique is based on the reliability of the original
scale. In cross-culturai studies it is possible to have
larger amounts of missing data in the same data set.
Burton (1996) describes five techniques to estimating
data in cross-cultural codes.36 They are: the variable
mean technique, the case mean techniqug the contin-
gency table technique, the Z-score technique and the
regression analysis technique.

Ethiul Issues
The scientific and technological development of some
countries or cultures, as well as their researchers cre-
ates conflict with developing nations or other cultures
when the foreign researcher e4ploits the natural
resources of this dareloping countrywithout giving to
them any social and scientific satisfaction. Many host
culture scholars feel they are ignored or that thet
research area is being invaded. Herbert C. IGlman
pointed out that in some nations or cultures there is a
growing resentnxent of academic coloniaiism where
the extemal investigator is seen as orploiting a natural
resource, namely, the social-cultural heritage of the
people.37 An ocample of this resentnent is well
expressed through the famous Camelot and Sympa-
thetic projects conducted in Latin America during the
sixties. ?ftte magazine Sciaze reported that "the
Camelot affair has seriously damaged prospects for
independent academic research in the hemisphere."3s

In order to reduce ethical problems in cross-cul-
tural research the following points must be taken into
consideration:

1. Organization of a research team, including mem-
bers of all cultures involved in the investigation.

2. Sensitivity to the meaning of research in differ-
ent countries or cultures.

3. Autonomy of action for investigators in each
culture.

4. Patient development of mutual interaction and
collaboration.

5. Decentrdization of funds.
5. Mutual budget cooperation.

Ttprs of Cross-Culrural Snd,izs
1. Historical studies: Comparative analysis, using

the historical method of characteristics, similari-
ties and differences in already existing materials
as primary sources.se AIso, as qualitative research
which is not necessarily based on precise mea-
surement and quantiative claims.

2. Descriptive studies: Comparative andysis made
through qualitative research, statistical tech-

niques or mathematical theory in order to de-
scribe educationd phenomena or behavioral
facts.

3. Experimental studies: Comparative andysis
made through ocperimental or quasi experimen-
tal designs or through observation, field or labo-
ratory experiments. The control of cultural vari-
ables and randomization are essential in these
studies. Campbell and Stanley's experimental
and quasi-experimental designs can be adapted
to cross-cultural research.

Tl pet of Cro s s - Culrural Adrninistratia e D esigns
1. The investigator analpes behavioral characteris-

tics or educational components of his culture in
other cultures, societies or nations.

2. Tbe investigator anallzes behavioral characteris-
tics or educational components of other cultures
to his culture.

3. The investigator from one culture designs a
cross-cultural research and invites scholars from
the culture under study to join a team, acting as
the chairman himself.

4. Cross-cultural designs developed by groups of
investigators from different cultures.

5. Cross-cultural designs developed by a group of
intemational or national institutions.

Cultural Learning Theory:
A Cross-CulturalApprodch
Besides the interest in generating universal general
laws of behavior, the scientific orientation of contem-
porary psychological research has given some recent
emphasis to the development and application of the
cross-cultural method, traditionally left to Anthropol-
ogy and related fields as it was presented at the begin-
ning of this chapter.

On the other hand, in order to generate principtes
and laws of human behavior, it is necessary to make
use of a comparative method. Basic research demon-
strates that the study of cultures without previously
defining the cultural variation, generates results that
differ from the ones that include such variation.s Ttris
fact leads us to present the research hlpothesis "the
more the intaculturd variation in a samplg ttre more
the probability to draw generalized conclusions with a
high lwel of actemal validity.'

Social and Cultural Learning
Nevertheless, ttre maJ'ority of cross-cultural research
divides the cultural variation (example Latin Culture
vs. Anglo-Saxon Culture), but not the inta or subcul-
ture, which is the one ttrat defines the first variation.
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i;', For e:ample, to talk about American culture, wi*rout
l,' defining the subctrltural variations (as the molding of
,,,, the behavior performed by the migratory European
, qroups, native Indians, Africans, Hispanics, Asians or
' 6th.t relevant cultural groups) leads us to a distortion
,,11. of the results about American cultura Studies made
, 6yDiaz-Guerrero and Peck (1968) and Escotet (7973,
'.. tb7e, 1992) related to the measurements of vdues
, and affective domains, determine that the last ones
. , acquire different meanings for the subjecr of the

research according to the degree of cultural interac-
tion that is introduced in the research's design.

Alsq the group of elements described before and
the different components of individual learning and
social learning analped by other researchers, have
caused us to develop a new conception of learning
capable of measurement, which is called cultural
learning.ln general terms, learning is an epistemolog-
icd process in which the individual (individual learn-
ing), society (social leaming) and culture (cultural
learning) take part. Learning is a fundamental process
in life. Every human being learns and by means of
leaming develops behavioral and culnual patterns
which enable him to function in society.

By means of the cross-cultural method, we have
been able to infer techniques different from the tradi-
tional ones. We have dso been capable of ocpanding
the research hypothesis that man not only leams from
imitation, observation, etc. but there are other forms
of learning which are not simply learning from mod-
els. In our research, we have been able to identif the
assimilation, segregation, e<tinction and cultural in-
teraction. These have been determined among other
principles that differ from any other approach to the
present moment and that conforms to a new dimen-
sion of cognitive and affective learning which we call
cultural learning.

Moreover, while the studies of Bandura, Walters,
Dollard, Miller, Staats, Honigman, Berkowiu and
nany more have emphasized the processes that take
place in the individual in relation to the group, our
studies have concentrated on defining the changes in
behavior of one subculttue as a function of the other.
This approach is immersed in a concept of unity and
culturd gestalt that allows us to measure the cultural
components in an isolated mannet and the set of cul-
tural practices which in contact with other sets pro-
duce different contingencies for cultural survival.

This theory was generated in the search of
methodologicd cross-cultural patterns, rather than in
the deliberated development of postulates and prin-
ciples. As was discussed earlier, the cultural method
has changed from a basic historic-descriptive sturdy to
qualitative research and erEerimental. Because of thig
the cross-cultrrral method constittrtes a determinant
instrument to get empirical data about human
behavior.

Nevertheless, the majority of cross-cultural re-
search in psychology and education has been mis-
placed in cross-cultural terms or it has been reduc-
tionism. For ecample, we could point out that:

L. A research design of a culture without a subcul-
tural variation, can not be considered cross-
cultural. It is even worse when someone does
research of a cuiture different than his and the
results are considered cross-cuitural.

2. The majority of cross-cultural research has stu&
ied the differences of behavior, but not the simi-
larities Differences and similarities arerequired to
estabiish valid cross-cultural conclusions.

3. When the subculnrral samples are incorporated
as cross-cultural design sampleg they generate
an artificial eEeriment or descriptive research.
This can give results that characterize culturd
practices of a subculture but that do not charac-
terize those practices of interaction between the
other subculture which is, in short, the observ-
able behavior.

It is precisely because of this last point that our
hypothesis about cultural learning research developed.
The evolution of our culttual leaming hypothesis can
be traced through one of the research projects we did
that generated later studies, from 1969 to 1992.41

At first, the objective of our study was to simply
measure the hierarchy of values of three subcultural
samples of the United States: the Chicanos or Mexi-
can-Americans, the Navajo Indians and the Anglo-
Americans from the State of Colorado. At the begin-
ning we applied a scale developed by Peck and
Diaz-Guerrero in order to measure 15 factors. We
formed four selected groups of students, three of
which adapted to all of the three subcultures. The
other group consisted of a mixture of Chicano and
Anglo-American students. We were surprised to see
that the hierarchy of values of the Chicanos we mea-
sured separately, and the same hierarchy of values,
which we measured in an integrated way to the Anglos
had suffered some imporant variations in the posi-
tion of some factors. We thought ttrat these results
were due to error in the design and external variables.
But we also established the hlpothesis that the
methodologl used to artificially separate the samples,
generated different results from the ones we expected.

But after repeating the srudy severd times and
finding similar results each time, we conducted a
Solomon experimental design, in which, with the same
subcultures we derived the following groups. One
group made up of Anglo-American students; another
group made up of Chicano students and one group
made up of Navajo students. Three other groups like
thesewere formed. But to these last ones we elElained
different concepts ofrespect and presented audiovisud
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material about ttrem ttrat was later discussed. All this
was done as :rn CIpednentat treatnenl A seventh
group was formed in which the three subcultures were
integrated and to which the previous Eeatrnent wirs
applied. And finally there was another group made up
of the three integrated subcultures but to rn'hich no
treatnilent was applied. At the end, the hierarchy of val-
ues and the meaning of the conc?ts of respect were
measured, according to behavioral scdes previously
vdidated in these subculnres. The findings deter-
mined that the concept of respect was substantidly
modified in the integrated group that received the
treatErent, but itwas the same in the subcultural sepa-
rated groups that received the same treatmenl

This not only means ttrat the methodological
strategy modified the resulE but that a new hlpothe-
sis emerged; a new qpe of learning exiss that only
shows iaelf through an interaction or culturd break-
up different from social and individual learning and
highly related to ethnic identity. Later studies, includ-
ing those that replicated research by Segdl, Campbell
and Herkovits, regarding culnrral differences of the
perception of geometric illusions, reaffirm the hypo-
thesis of culturd leaming and show us some princi-
ples that identif it.

In studies made in Colombia about early learning,
rules of upbringrng and the danelopment of behavior,
fudila insists also in a modeling leaming for a deter-
mined culture, different from the learning models of
Bandura andWalters.{z

There are sftdies being done with different Ven-
ezuelan subcultures and migratory European groups.
These sftrdies support our research hlpothesis: There
are a series of basic principles for cultural leaming. In
order to understand these we have to find, ogerimen-
tally, laws of human behavior with universd validity.

To achieve this we have to discriminate between
the proportion of variation, due to universal parame-
ters and the proportion deterrnined by specific cul-
turd contingencies. Cross-cultural psy&ology will
have in cultural learning the essence of its scientific
discipline or at least a significant part of it, while other
areas of Psychology can help shape this discipline.
Will cultural learning become the core of cross-cul-
turd education and psycholog? Additional and
ertensive research regarding the relationship benn'een
the process of learning and culture will determine the
answer to this question.

Etturoeentric and Cultural Learning
At this moment in time, it is possible to establish a
dichotomy betrpeen cultural learning and ethnocen-
tric learning. The latter involves assimilation, cultural
isolation, ignorance, fragmented thinking, prejudice

and interndization of negative culttrral practices,
while culturd learning determines accrrluration,
intellectual growttr, holistic thinking, creativity, atti-
tude tovard participation, solidarity, and democracy.
Three learning principles can be identified in relation-
ship to this dichotomy:

Assimilation: Tbkes place when one ethnic or
cultural group acquires the behavior, values, perspec-
tives, ethos and characteristics of another ctrltural or
etlrnic gtroup and sheds it ovrn culturd characteristics
Practice of assimilation by any group determines
complete loss of its original culture. This learning
mechanism is used to reinforce different forms of eth-
nocentrism and develops culttrral involution. Conflict
resoiution is based on competition and aggressive
attitudes and behaviors.

Acctrlturation: Tirkes place when cultures come
into conact, influence eactr other, and an interactive
exchange of cultural elements occurs.When accultur-
ation is used by an ethnic group, the culture is modi-
fied but maintains its essence. This is the most impor-
tant learning principle for dereloping cultural
learning. Conflict resolution is based on cooperation,
tolerance and peaceful attinrdes.

Accommodation: Thkes place when groups of
different culfires, values and ethos maintain their
separate identities, no interaction occurs but they live
in a peaceful relation. The practice of this mechanism
involves the complete maintenance of culturd differ-
ences and differentiating group identification. Accom-
modation only permits naeral growth, but neither
cultural learning nor ethnocentric leaming is devel'
oped. Tends to avoid conflict.

The first two principles of learning are separated
by at least six stages of culturd development (see Fig-
ure 6.1) which have elements in cornmon to Banla
qpologr.e Individual members of ethnic groups are at
different steges of cultural or ethnocentric learning
which can be identified and described.

The stages are multidimensiond,linear and non-
linear: they are not necessarily sequential; people can
experience the stages moving in all directions, stages
can be reached verticdly or horizonally, and it is pos-
sible that a per€on may never experience a particular
stage. These six development strges are:

Culatral Etlztue?ltrifir: Internalization of the ethnic
and negative culntal practices. The individual or
group practices ethnic and cultural separatism. Devel-
opment of assimilation, culturd isolation, cultural ig:
norance, fragmented thinking prejudice and nation-
alism. Culturd involution.

KtmrWge of CultwalBelrcuionKnowledge of unde-
sirable cultural practices of hiVher own cultura May
do'elop social encapsulation and enculturation.

..;
+
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Cuftunllsolation
lgnorane*Prejudica
Fragmented Thinking

ETHNOCENTRIC
LEARNING

Bicu lturalism-M ulticulturalism

Cuftural Participation
lntellectual Growth

Holistic Thinking
CULTURAL
LEARNING

- Globalisrn and Interculturalism

FIGURE 6,1 STAGES OF DEWLOPMENT BETWEEN CUNURAL LEARNINGAND ETHNOCENTNC ZEART\ING

Cularal Discrimination: Self-evaluation (learning
generali'ation and discrimination) in relation to cul-
tural practices and attitudes towards his/her own cul-
ture. Differentiation between desirable and undesir-
able practices.

Bia^iluralism or lWltiatlturalism: Attitudes, skills
and commitment needed to par:ticipate in another
culture (s) without losing his/her own culttrre. Respect
for other culfirres and ethnic groups but not necessar-
ily interrelating wift them.

Intrnatiotulism: Reflective national and ethnic
identifications and the skills, attitudes and commit-
ment needed to function within a range of cultural
groups and nationalities. Capable of developing social
interaction among members of different nations or
societies.

Globalism and Intnatlnralism: The individual has
reflective and positive ethnic, national, international
and interculnual identifications. The intercultural
person has the knowledge, skills, attitudes, values and
commitrnent needed to function v/ithin cultures
throughout his/her nation and world: thinks globally
and acts locdly. Learning by diversity, acculturation,
intellectud growth, holistic thinking, creativity, atti-
tude toward participation, solidarity, and democracy.
Cultural evolution.

Without a doubt, the reality of the educational
elgerience in the world demands the removal of a
nationalistic" discriminatory and racist education.
Cross-culfi.ual research and cultural learning can be
the tools and moving forces towards an interethnic and
intercultural education. The aim is not only to provide
access to education regardless of race, leligion, social
class, age or gender, but to promote and maintain an
education respectfi:l of diversity as an ecologicd cul-
tural system; an education which teaches to appreciate
differences as a means towards individud and collec-
tive growth. These goals are attainable provided that
the school integrates into its curriculum universal cul-
tural variables as well as those peruining to its particu-
lar cultural environment. It is an unfortunate paradox
of our time that while tednolory abridges boundaries,
space and time the more advanced societies increas-
ingly detach themselves, cukurally and economically,
from the impoverished oneg and harbor lack of soli.
darity and disguised racism. These ethnocentric prac-
tices endanger the survivd of mankind and are a sJnnp
tom of the degradation of culturd relations among
ethnic groups and nations. We need to build a culture
for peace and to disregard forever the culn:re of war
which has been the consequence of reinforcing ethno-
centrism in people's minds.
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